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Then: John Wesley Powell

✘ Fantasies supported by people of power
✘ JWP report - 1870s

✗ Data and collaboration
✗ Rejected by many → challenged Manifest 

Destiny
✘ Watershed map - 1890

✗ Again ignored and deemed “pessimistic”



Then: past pandemics
✘ 1918 influenza pandemic

✗ Infected ⅓ of world’s population
✗ Non-pharmaceutical interventions

✘ CDC website - preparing for the next pandemic
✗ Quickly made, broadly effective vaccines - improve global infrastructure
✗ More effective, less costly drugs
✗ Better surveillance of animal viruses
✗ Ability to quickly share virus specimens worldwide
✗ Cheaper, more accurate tests
✗ Improvement of equipment and trained personnel

✘ Smaller pandemics in 1957, 1968 and 2009



Now: sci comm models

✘ Deficit: one way flow of info
✘ Dialogue: allows for context and feedback 
✘ Participation: involves public in every part of process
✘ Cultural cognition thesis: people believe and 

consume info that aligns with their ideals
✘ Pennycook and Rand: people are “mentally lazy” so 

they make irrational gut decisions



Now:  the environment
✘ Warnings against human-induced climate 

change are ignored
✘ Competition with economic interests

✗ Exploiting the environment has a high monetary value
✘ Competition with mis- and disinformation

✗ Acknowledging will “derail” America’s progress
✗ Sensationalism and questionable research coverage



Now:  pandemics
✘ Rely on non-pharmaceutical intervention

✗ Uneven application
✗ Still don’t have plans to be prepared

✘ Poor test availability from the start
✘ Administrative mismatch

✗ CDC recommends masks, Trump Admin does not
✗ Recent release of pandemic response team

✘ Environmental consequences
✗ Increase in plastic pollution
✗ Climate policy rollbacks
✗ Otherwise lack of communication



Discussion!
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What is Hydrology? 
● “Hydrology is the science that encompasses the occurrence, distribution, movement and properties 

of the waters of the earth and their relationship with the environment within each phase of the 
hydrologic cycle.”  USGS





Why Study Water
● To learn about the complexities of water systems and solve water-related 

problems in our environment. 

● Water is limited. 

● Quality varies. 



Rain Follows the Plow
● Idea proposed by climatologists in the late 1800’s. 

● Farming the land would cause rain to fall. 

● INCORRECT! 



John Wesley Powell 
● First-hand experience of drought in western states. 

● Waterways should serve as state boundaries. 

● Settlements should be located around major water sources. 



Watersheds
● “A land area that channels rainfall and snowmelt to creeks, streams, and 

rivers, and eventually to outlow points such as reservoirs, bays, and the 
ocean.” NOAA 

● Mississippi River (1.15 million square miles) 

● Surface water, (lakes, streams. wetlands, reservoirs) and groundwater. 





Watersheds Then

Image: smithsonianmag.com



Watersheds now



Watersheds occur at multiple 
scales



Major Arizona 
Watersheds





Tucson Watersheds



Reimagining local watersheds



Reimagining local watersheds



Flora & Fauna
Then & Now

Pamela & Heather



19th Century - Flora





E. O. Beaman 
Photograph of 
2nd expedition





21st Century - Flora











19th Century Fauna Overview
Flaming Gorge- Camp Scene in Red Canyon Park, Green River



21st Century Fauna Overview
Humpback Chub in the Colorado river Credit: Freshwaters Illustrated, USGS. Public domain.)

Glen Canyon Dam Source: http://damoverlook.com/

http://damoverlook.com/


Tucson- 19th century versus the 21st century

Saguaro cacti. Credit: 
George Gentry/USFWS



Red Imported Fire Ants





Argentine Cactus Moth
Cactus moth adult male (A) and female (B)

Photo: Les Tanner, Northwest 
Weeds, www.forestryimages.org 

Cactus moth larvae


